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Hany thanks for yours of the 25 Hay - very pleasant to hear from
you once again and I hope that a:!.l your concerns are going \1el1o I have been
doing a fair bit of writing for the i-/il tshire Archaeological Society and other
magazines etc. ~ of late - not :'3pecifically family history 7 but mainly Wiltshire
County far;]ilieso

Your infoo regarding the vlhitelacks of Leeds: last time I was up
North I spent some time in the Leeds ArchiveG in Sheepscar pursuing the many
Hhitelock families in and around Leeds. I had several drinks/snacks in
'vlhitelocks' which is a local institution and a most evocative and interesting
place. I have some inforIjation on the families who ran the place in the last
century; from information gleaned in the bar itself there seem to have been
several generations concerned starting with a John Lupton \-Jhitelock (in ray
records born 24 Novo18787 Leeds and do 19 Apro1941<t there is a Vlill) in which
he is described as a 'Hestaurateurl; he seems to have been followed by a \110"

Henry \Jhitelock and then 'by a Percy Jarvis (?) Uhitelock bo 31 Haro 1889~ Leeds~
who I was told altered the bar/restaurant to what it is todayo The story goes
that there was an Irish giant as the doorman ~ and dwarfs as servants ~~

The above seem to have been sane of viilliam Henry \-Jhitelock born 15
Sep. 1855 at Armley who married Clara Jarvis 5 July 1876~ she do 15 June 19400dl
(This info" from Arm;ly Parish rego and Wills I have seen at Somerset HouseQ

There are '[n<lnyconnections in earlier generations - all either
Leeds, St~Peter' s or Arrnley~ vizo Bary Vihitelock = Jonathan LUPTON23 Apro1762~
Leeds Sto Peters; another John Lupton \Jhitelock bapo 30 Mar~ 18347 Armely.
(A Leeds Directory of 1842 gives John Whitelock & Sons~ Brgan Builders and
Pianoforte Manfctrso of Arme~y" This seems to 'tie-in' (?) with a Lupton
Whitelock associated with the Pub. who was said to be a flautist and well
known local Bohemian characteroCI have more details if anyone is interested
in this family at your end)"

l1y own interest in the Lupton \ihi telocks arose from an earlier
family who seem to have owned the estate contiguous to wh£c11the present
Leeds Archive Office nO\1stands: Sheepscar and the Leeds-Harrogate Hoado vizo
Isaac and \Jilliam \'Jhitelock; Sarah, 'Gentlewoman' of Sheepscar1 Leeds1 \/ill

2. of Jano 1792 refo YPDRat Soco of Geno I had a suspicion that this or
another family below might be connected with 'my' Hartlepool h'hitelocks'1 but
failed to fi nd any posi ti ve pro 0fo

John Briggs \-Jhitelock of 5 Athlone Terrace~ Armley, Leeds
d" 2'1 Harch 1947oJ. ,

(I wil~ enclose herewith a p/copy of a page from the Leeds Archive GuiJt issued
as a 50-year commemmorative vo.1lme- if it comes out readable the survey refers
to this \ihi telock family of Sheepscar) '3 - who were Quakerso

Likewise., some material from, I think, the 'Leeds 1ntelligencer' rep. by the
Thoreby Society with which you may not be familiar. ~
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One last thing about which I am uncertain \1hether I have told you before:
about the New Zealand \Jhitelocks~ John Hatthew and Lyndall who visited us

here a few years back; he is descended from Hatthe\-JvJhitelock of Cogden

Hall~ Grinton in Swa}rlale~ North Yorkso ~Iere was a large family of them~
farmers~ the youngest son~ for whom there was apparently little patrimony

went out to N.Z. There are rl1().ny,many VJhitelock families about whom I
have various details in Swaledale and \-lensleydale areas~ as well as a

group over the border in Cumbria (Cumberland)?

That's about it for now - let me know if the aforegoing has any

interest for you or your contacts •.i4' I hope to enclose a p/copy of \Jhitelocks

material in Leeds if it copies adequately.

Kind regards?
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He the details you sent concerning the Whitelock ancestors of Ross Ball:
I can make no specific connections with this fmaily? I have only details

regarding descendants of my 'Hartlepool' Whi telocks \1ho made their home
in Hull; these would be Winstanley-Whitelocks. The only other reference
I have in this particular area is to a Simon Leake Whitelock of 40

Parksfield Road? Kingston-upon-Hull, whose \Jill was proved 1940; in 1909

Directory he is described as a Coal l1erchanto
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